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In experiments on cooking hams convex bowl-shaped deformations 0 
the bigger side planes of the cans were observed. This phenomenon has bef'n 
a rule in traditional cooking, when the cooking vats are operated under no1̂ 
mal atmospherical pressure. Usually it has been ascribed to the action 0 
overpressure, which has been believed to be formed inside the cans duP11» 
cooking. This traditional opinion is subject to criticism in the present 
paper.

EXPERIM ENTAL

Materials
The experiments were performed on hams selected of a lot of carcai

just after slaughter on the basis of their pHj and pH2 values. The pHx 
were measured 45 minutes after slaughter, and only these hams were

sses 
valueS 
takel1 
iteri .

was again measured as to its pH value (pH2) 24 hours after slaughter, and 
hams with a pH lower than pH2 =  5.7 or higher than pH2 =  5.9 were 
tarded. The selected material was further on screened for uniform "'el° 
(9—10 kg), uniform muscle structure and fattiness. After selection the ha ^ 
were cured in the usual way and sealed in oblong type cans, whose lJil , 
dimensions were: 95 X  165 X  287 mm. The netto weight of the hams < 
10 lbs. The experimental cooking was performed under normal atmospherl 
pressure.

elec'
Methods

1. pH  measurements were taken by means of a needle-type glass
trode linked to a Radiometer Model 24 E  pH-meter. The m. AddllC 
Femoris was the site of measuring the pH value. g

2. Pressure inside the cans was measured by means of a MAW recor 
vacuum meter. To avoid any errors originating from the presence
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111 the measuring tubings, all the measuring system was evacuated simultane
i t y  with the can prior to cooking.
 ̂ Temperalures inside the cans and in the cooking vat were measured

ni<-ans of thermocouples with an accuracy of 0,5° C.
, ^ Changes in size were measured by immersing the cans in a vessel fit-

with an overflow tube and filled with water. The amount of water dis- 
ced by the can was weighted and taken as equal to the volume of the 

i  (after temperature correction). Prior to cooking the cans were immersed 
"ater which had a temperature of 10° C, and after cooking in water with 

•^mpemture equal to the final temperature of water in the cooking vat. 
th 6 <̂ ^erence 'n the weight of the displaced volumes of water is taken as 

e increase in size the can.
• Deformations in shape were measured as changes in the width of the 
at half their height, where the peaks of the bowl-shaped convexnesses 
situated. The width was measured by means of a device in which the 

°m of the can was fastened, and which was fitted with two stainless steel 
moving perpendicularly to the larger side planes of the can. 

hese probes were held in guiding sleeves so tightly as to avoid any

'hire
b°tt,
Pr°bes

sPo

landing
ntaneous movement, however, loosely enough to be displaced by the 

h(.f 'lI1<̂ nP' width of the can. The difference in distance between the probes 
C(in fe an<̂  a^ er co°king is equal to the double height of the bowl-shaped

Ve*ness.

RESULTS

Table 1. Changes in  size o f  cans due to cooking.

Volume o f  water displaced by the can
prior to cooking after cooking D ifference

o f  means (m l) ( m l) ( ml)

i  . 4297 56
4256 49

3 4297 60
4 4317 50
5 4287 30
6 4315 53

4297 70
4317 55
4237 30
4312 50

mean 4293 50
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Table 2. Changes in width and height of cans due to cooking

Width o f cans (cm ) Height o f  cans (cm )
No. o f before after D iff. before after Diff-

cook. cook. cook. cook.

1 .......................................... 9,00 9,90 0,90 28,69 28,77 0,08
2 .......................................... 8,96 9,83 0,87 28,70 28,80 o,io
3 .......................................... 9,28 10,00 0,72 28,68 28,77 0,09

4 ........................................... 9,05 9,80 0,75 28,72 28,20 0,1°
5 ........................................... 8,97 9,82 0,85 28,73 28,84 o,U
6 ........................................... 9,10 9,89 0,79 28,68 28,83 0,15
7 .......................................... 9,21 10,15 0,94 28,72 28,80 0,08

mean ................................. 9,08 9,91 0,83 28,70 28,80 0,1°

Table 3. Absolute pressure inside the cans ( atmospheres )

No. o f  measurement
M oment o f  measurement 1 2 3 4 5 6 rneah

prior to cooking ................. ... 0,10 0,12 0,17 0,10 0,15 0,11 0,U

after cook in g .......................... ... 0,95 1,00 0,95 0,95 0,97 1,00 0,97

DISCUSSION

c)ffi
From tables No .1 and No. 2 it can be derived that the increase m . 

for the cans was at the average 50 ml. and the width of the cans after c0° ^ t  
was bigger by 8,3 mm than before cooking, whereas the increase in hel® 
was negligible (0,10 mm). The height of the bowl-shaped c o n v e x n e s s e 5 

at the average h =  4,15 mm. t
From basic knowledge in physics it should be expected that the big£ t 

increase due to thermal expansion of the tinplate will be noticed in the hel̂ 5 
of the cans. However, the experimental results clearly indicate that  ̂
is not the case. Therefore it is interesting to know what is the proport^11.̂ , 
the bowl-shaped deformations of the side planes »bowls» in the overa 
crease of the can colume.

Since the author did not find any ready-to-use mathematical f°rIj^sg 
for the volume of bowls, whose cross sections are parabolical and the

¥

H ¥  

ill»

is elliptical, so this was derived as follows: The bowl (viz. fig. No. 1) w'aS 
vided into four quarters and all the reasoning was made for the clua’f1-
A0SBD0. The following assumptions were laid as the basis for ca lculati011
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1) th
e curves A0D0, AjD1; A2D2 and generally AnDn are parabolas’ obeying 

equation:
z =  un ........................................................ (1)

ere: z — height of the bowl for a given »u» value.
u — distance along the minor axis of the ellipse forming the base 

of the bowl. The distance is read starting from the section 
point of the projection of the parabola on the base, with 
the ellipse laying on the same base, 

n — exponent
Parabola given by equn. (1) has the following properties:

a) for u =  O we have z =  0
b) for u =  Uy we have z =  y 

ere: uy-value for coordinate »u» at the section point of the projection
of the parabola on the base, with the major axis of the ellipse 

-p laying on the same base.
e volume of the »quarter» A0BS0 D is given by the integral:

a uy

 ̂A0BSD0 ~ J J un-du-dx ....................  (2)
O O

here: x — distance along the major axis of the allipse, read starting 
from the point B

j  a — length of the semi-minor axis of the ellipse 
u e§rating equn. (1) with regard to »u» within the interval from O to 
y> and inserting z =  y at u =  Uy, we get:

uy
P = 1

n -j- 1 
n

•y .......(3)
o
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Again »y» is the height of the bowl along the major axis of the ellipse, aI1̂  
it parabolically bound to the variable »x», namely:

Y =  xra ............................................. (4)

where: m — exponent
Introducing equn. (4) into equn. (3) and then integrating it with re ê 
rence to »x» within the interval from 0  to x =  a, and taking into accoti 
that y. =  h when x =  a, we obtain:

a
/»n +  1

a
r* n T- 1

VA0BSD n +  1 bdx = n +  1 dx (n + l) (m + l)+ n

■(5)

Hence the final formula for the volume of the »bowl» is:

m (n + l) +  l 
4 n

V =
(n+ l) • (m+1) + n

h m n
(6)

The numeric values for the exponents »m» and »n» can we calcida*e 
from equns. (1) and (4), namely:

n

m =

tog (h )

log (b) 
log (h)

•(7)

log (a)
. (8)

Putting the respective numeric values, i.e. a =  143,5 mm, b =  82,5 
4,15 mm into equns. (7), (8) and (6) we finally get theand finally h =  

of the bowl as V 31,37 ml, and hence the volume of the overall defor®a
bowls on both larger side planes of the can as: 2V =  62,74 ml.

The final value corresponds roughly with the experimentally deterfl1
.in*4

change in the size of the cans.
Since the calculated volume of the deformations is somewhat bigger 

the experimentally found one, and simultaneously there has been f°u111

th»11
d *0
th^

significant increase in the height of the cans, one comes to the conclusion ^ 
all the increase in volume is caused by the the bowl-shaped conve defornH
of the larger side planes of the can.

From table No. 3 it is easily derived that no overpressure is dev/el oP'
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^le cans due to ^ie cooking process under normal atmospheric pressure, 
before the traditional opinion, ascribing the formation of convex defor- 

ill''ltions of the side walls in oblong type cans to the action of an internal over- 
Pfessure, developed during cooking, has to be rejected as not substantiated.

^  there were any action due to pressure differences, so the deformations 
^°uld be concave and not convex, because the maximal internal pressure 
. fhe end of the cooking process is lower than the external atmospheric one
(0.9
to
rea$i

absolute atmospheres). Hence the found deformations axe to be ascribed
other reasons than to the action of internal overpressure. Among these 
0ns the most probable seem to be: 
a) thermal expansion of the contents of the cans,
I*) thermal contraction of muscles along their longitudinal axes.

CONCLUSIONS

a result of the performed experiments the author draws the following
fu s io n s :

The traditional opinion ascribing the development of conve defor-

Pre:
l0ns of the side walls of oblong cans to the action of an internal over

ture has to be rejected as contradictory to experimental findings.
' In contrary to expectations the increase in the height of cans due 

c°oking is negligible
is ^ increase in the overall volume of the cans, approximately by 1 %, 
thr ° l - d  by the cooking process, and can be ascribed fully to the volume of 

^owl-shaped conve deformations of the larger walls in the can.
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